A Note From Wayne
Can you actually believe
this???? As of this Summer
Edition it has been one full
year that The Magic Happens
Free Internet Magazine has
been on the internet.
It seems like only a few days
ago that Kat and I had this
wonderful idea of posting our
experiences and our living out
loud lifestyle for the whole
world to see.
Who will read this sort of stuff? Why would someone want to
check this magazine out? How can we can we actually make it
happen? Can we inspire others to be connected to our
magazine? What about finding other connected people to write
for the magazine? Advertising, themes, articles, features,
layouts, colors etc???? There were so many things at the time
to consider and make this project blossom.
Looking back over the first year, all I can say is one huge
thank you to each and every one of you. I have been totally
blown away by your letters, ideas, financial support, not to
mention the wonderful friendships, the hundreds of phone
conversations.
Of course I can never forget all the tidbits of knowledge that I
have gained by reading the many articles from all of the
contributors. Each and every single one of you is the best at
what you do in life. I appreciate you and without mentioning
any names as you know who you are, a big thank you for your
contribution.
I would love to make special mention of my other half in this
venture, Kat McCarthy. Without her passion, her creativity, her

inspirations and most of all her lovable character, this
magazine would have died a quick and certain death. The
countless hours on the phone, at her keyboard and all her
research, made this first year of the magazine happen. I love
you baby for being you. Thank You…..
Mary K Weinhagen, our editor. What a total package of
awareness. She is the person who ensures that the submitted
content is correct in all aspects, a fabulous writer herself, and
someone who energetically taps into source energy daily.
Finally, she is one that I can honesty and lovingly call a true
friend. Thank You!
The help received from many, the advice, the new ideas, the
feedback has all assisted to make this one incredible year. The
statistics we have tabulated have made all the passion we’ve
put into this magazine worth every single minute of effort.
At this time – while I am not at liberty to say just what
because we are still in negotiations – some amazing things are
coming down the pipeline for The Magic Happens. I just
wanted you all to know that the energy is higher than ever
before here at command central. I am certain that everyone
reading will be simply blown away by the up and coming
announcements.
Thanks to every one again for making our dream a reality, you
are appreciated. May The Magic continue to Happen for you.
I would also love to wish all Canadians a very happy July 1st
celebration and to all our American friends a happy July 4th.
May it be a happy and safe day for everyone.
Peace and Love
Wayne
Email Wayne

